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Outdoor



In recent years, the outdoor has become an increasingly important 
environment, and therefore requires greater attention. PF STILE interprets 

this trend by proposing a series of solutions for external spaces that include 
both our homes and the outdoor of restaurants, pubs, bars and cafeterias. We 
propose a collection of products that meet different needs: practicality - with 

light and easy-to-clean materials; flexibility - some items are stackable to facilitate 
handling and to allow them to be stored at the end of the day; resistance - the 

materials used are not damaged by atmospheric agents or sunlight. Each item is designed 
in detail to fit well in any open-air space, and we believe that you need different solutions 
in order to live outdoors in total comfort. We propose a modular counter that can also be 
lighted, to be combined with Swing stool; a series of tables such as models Vision, Matrix 
and Blade Runner; our Lounge armchair, with its original and captivating line; Rock pouf 

and Pepper chair; and Flash and Diamante lamps to light your space up. 
Here are our models: get inspired!
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Androyd



Androyd
& Swing



Androyd
& Link



design by STODE

Androyd & 

Bar Counter Androyd

Androyd is a modular bar counter, entirely made of polyethylene, easy to maintain and suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. It can be accessorized 
with a worktop in HPL or polyethylene, up to a maximum of three shelves. In the lighted version, Androyd will create fascinating light effects. It can be 
easily combined with other elements, up to a maximum of six, thus creating a completely circular closed counter, or by adding the Link element to create 
continuous and sinuous curves. It is customizable in its original form, responding to different needs of space and design.

Bar Counter Link



Swing



Androyd
& Swing



design by STODE

Swing

Swing stool

Harmonies of delicate and gritty curves are the predominant features 
of the Swing stool, which with its charming seat is perfectly suited to 
open bar discos, nightclubs or elegant restaurants by the sea.

Standard polyethylene colors

01. Black, 02. White, 03. Cappuccino, 04. Cement

Note

The colors may undergo variations of tone from production to production

1 32 4



Pepper &
Vision



design by MICHELE MARCHIORI & SALVATORE FERROSO

Pepper

Pepper chair

Pepper has been designed as an outdoor chair, stackable up to 5 elements. 
It has an aluminum frame and a polyethylene shell, and it is available in 
white, black cappuccino and cement. Its unique and spicy design is perfect 
for various furnishing concepts, from large contract spaces (both indoor 
and outdoor), public dimension or offices, up to the private and residential 
environments. Pepper is definitely a functional, compact and expressive 
chair with an easy maintenance shell.

Shell - Standard polyethylene colors

01. Black, 02. White, 03. Cappuccino, 04. Cement

Frame - Standard aluminum finishes

03. Orange peel effect black, 05. Wrinkle White, 06. Wrinkle Cappuccino, 07. Wrinkle Grey
3 65 7

Note

The colors may undergo variations of tone from production to production

1 32 4



Pepper &
Vision



design by R&D DEPARTMENT

Vision

Base Vision

Lightness is the key word for Vision, entirely made of aluminum and 
composed of a 4-leg base. It is perfect for practical and functional use. 
This base is available in 3 standard heights, that can be combined with 
tops of customizable shapes and sizes. The folding version is available 
in 2 standard heights.

Standard finishes

03. Orange peel effect black, 04. Shiny aluminum
3 4

Special finishes

05. Wrinkle white, 06. Wrinkle cappuccino, 07. Wrinkle grey, 08. Orange peel aluminum
5 76 8

Industrial paintings

09. Corten, 10. Rust, 11. Graphite grey, 12. Coal black,13. Gunmetal, 14. Burnished steel
9 1110 12 13 14

The industrial finishes are made with artisan procedures and there can be variations in color from production to production. Top measurements are 
indicative or recommended by PF STILE.

15. Industrial aluminum
15

Note



Glamour



design by SALVATORE FERROSO

Glamour

Glamour chair

Glamour chair has fluid and sinuous lines, and it is recognized for its 
comfort and its essential design. This chair is produced with technopolymer 
shell in white, anthracite and cappuccino, designed to be flexible and 
resistant at the same time. Elegant and unique, it is well suited to public 
environments, contract world, home and residential environments.

Shell - Standard technopolymer colors

01. White, 02. Anthracite, 03. Cappuccino

Frame - Standard steel finishes

01. Satin chrome, 02. Polished chrome, 05. Wrinkle white, 06. Wrinkle cappuccino, 07. Wrinkle grey
1 52 6

Note

The colors may undergo variations of tone from production to production

1 32

7
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design by R&D DEPARTMENT

Blade Runner

Base Blade Runner Plastic

Blade Runner is a line of furniture designed for outdoor use, entirely 
made of polyethylene, which combines practicality of use with an 
original geometric design. This line consists of lounge and breakfast 
table bases, poufs, lamps and a modular bench. All Blade Runner 
products are available in four stock colors (black, white, cappuccino 
or cement) and are perfectly resistant to atmospheric agents, UV 
rays, water and heat.

Standard polyethylene colors

01. Black, 02. White, 03. Cappuccino, 04. Cement

Note

The colors may undergo variations of tone from production to production

1 32 4

Base Blade Runner Plastic/b & Rock

Blade Runner Puzzle



Lamps



design by R&D DEPARTMENT

Lamps

Diamante

In the Blade Runner line we also find two polyethylene lamps, designed 
for outdoor use: Diamante and Flash, available in neutral sandblasted 
finish. They are equipped with a special lighting kit that can be perfectly 
used outdoors. The lamps, taking up the geometric shapes of the Blade 
Runner line, give life to interesting light games that will create a pleasant 
and cozy atmosphere in any terrace, restaurant, bar or nightclub.

Flash



Lounge



design by STODE

Lounge

Lounge armchair

Lounge is a cozy armchair made entirely of polyethylene, which makes 
it light and with small proportions. Suitable to be placed outside without 
any problem. Its shape is fluid and geometric at the same time. The wide 
armrests and its ergonomic seat make it original and attractive.

Standard polyethylene colors

01. Black, 02. White, 03. Cappuccino, 04. Cement

Note

The colors may undergo variations of tone from production to production

1 32 4
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Matrix



design by MICHELE MARCHIORI & SALVATORE FERROSO

Pepper Matrix

Pepper Matrix chair

Con creatività e passione PF STILE ha ideato Pepper matrix, sedia 
composta da un fusto centrale in alluminio e una scocca in polietilene 
disponibile nei colori nero, bianco, cappuccino e cemento. Il suo design 
graffiante e unico la rende ideale a soddisfare le esigenze di svariati 
concetti d’arredo dai grandi spazi del contract (sia indoor che outdoor), 
alla dimensione pubblica o dell’ufficio sino a quella privata e residenziale. 
È sicuramente una sedia funzionale, compatta ed espressiva con la sua 
scocca di facile manutenzione.

Shell - Standard polyethylene colors

01. Black, 02. White, 03. Cappuccino, 04. Cement

Frame - Standard aluminum finishes

03. Orange peel effect black, 05. Wrinkle White, 06. Wrinkle Cappuccino, 07. Wrinkle Grey
3 65 7

Note

The colors may undergo variations of tone from production to production

1 32 4



Contacts
Via Lago Maggiore, 25
36077 Altavilla Vic.na

Tel. 0444 340669
Mail. info@pfstile.it

Website
pfstile.it

Pinterest
pinterest.it/pfstile

Facebook
facebook.com/PFSTILE

Instagram
instagram.com/pfstile_
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